
 

Fig.1 The 3-FLEX controller adds             
a new layer of boiler control and           

alarm supervision.  

HYDRONIC HEATING CONTROLS COMPARED    

 3-FLEX heat control cuts home heating cost up to 50%*                                                                          

Optimal heating efficiency and home comfort are achieved when            

the rate of heat supplied to a building equals the rate of heat lost. 

Time-line diagram fig.3 illustrates boiler temperature as function of 

changing heat-load (black curve) and steadily falling outdoor temp.             

Dotted lines are boiler temperatures for different control options.    

BALANCING HEAT LOSSES with HEAT GAINS (fig.2)   

During a typical winter day a boiler typically generates up to                                      

4 times more heat than is needed to maintain thermostat set point.                                           

Without adequate boiler temperature control, excessive boiler heat supply 

creates large house temperature swings culminate in boiler short cycling.  

Not only reducing efficiency and comfort, it also increases heating cost           

while repeated extreme temperature swings shorten boiler service life.                                                                                                                          
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Divided into heat gains and losses a combination of structural         

internal and external factors determine how much the heating       

system needs to contribute to satisfy building heat-load demand.  

While outdoor temperature is the dominant factor, changes in           

thermostat settings, sun radiation, indoor activities and windspeed          

can also have a dramatic effect on the building heat-load profile. 
  Fig.2  building heat-load and heat-supply are    
         defined by internal and external factors. 

CONVENTIONAL HYDRONIC HEATING CONTROL LIMITATIONS 

Installed near the boiler the 3-FLEX “add-on” controller (fig.1) adjusts boiler 

temperature in lockstep with changing building heat-load. Quickly ramping-up 

boiler water temperature when raising house temperature, gradually reducing it 

again in lock-step with changing heat-load conditions after reaching thermostat 

daytime setpoint. Not only improving boiler efficiency and comfort, reduced 

boiler temperature stress also results in longer service life expectancy. 

Starting with a sharp increase in heat-load demand 

when raising thermostat setpoint, time-line diagram 

fig.3 compares innovative 3-FLEX boiler staging          

control with less effective  heat control methods.  

Game-changing 3-FLEX adaptive staging control unlocks the full potential        

of hydronic heating. Drastically improving efficiency, comfort and economy. 

3-FLEX control                                                building heat-load                                               

Constant boiler temperature : Keeps boiler temperature constant 

at aquastat set-point. Making it inefficient and uncomfortable.                                     

3-FLEX  UNLOCKS THE FULL POTENTIAL of HYDRONIC HEATING (fig.3)  

3-FLEX control: adjusts boiler temperature by tracking changing heat 

load. Quickly raising water temperature during heat recovery, gradually 

reducing it again after reaching thermostat setpoint. Exerting maximum 

efficiency and comfort by providing uninterrupted, even heat.  

Fig.3                                                                            

Outdoor reset: adjusts boiler water in line with outdoor temperature. 

Unable to track actual heat load it results in under or overheating. 



Testimonials 

    “savings better than 50% ” 

 M. Pigeon Montreal-E ,QC 

       “works as advertised” 

        M. Harvey Pt. Claire, QC  

Home expert Jon Eakes: 

  3-FLEX delivers on             

comfort and savings.                                                                                                     

www.abchybrid.ca  

Email: info@abchybrid.ca  

 ENERGIE ABC HYBRIDE INC.  

514–568–1996 
For more information     

and free estimate  

        *Savings vary by application, location, energy cost, building size, heat loss, boiler capacity, lifestyle and thermostat settings. 

“comfortable and efficient” 
D. Fairchild Pt. Claire, QC    

   “well worth the investment” 

 M. Desjardins NDG, QC  

                         Other  FEATURES and BENEFITS 

• Reliable, proven, solid state technology installed since 2011. 

• 3-FLEX controller is backed by a 3-year parts and labour warranty. 

• Improves operating efficiency between 5 and 20%*                            
• Cuts Dual-heat fuel use up to 80%* resulting in up to 50%* heating cost savings.  

• Dual-heat automatic transfers to electric boiler in case of fuel boiler malfunction. 

• Requires no additional temperature sensors or outdoor thermostats for heat control. 

• Variable delay upstaging for fast heat recovery and long heat maintain cycles. 

• Reduced boiler operational temp. reduce thermal stress, increases service life.  

• Optional load manager limits current draw from electric distribution panel. 

(listen to Jon Saturdays 9-10am on CJAD 800 AM) 

  HOW TO ORDER   

With name and model # of existing boiler hardware 

please contact us by phone or email for budgetary 

pricing and recommended installer in your area.   

TRI–H. 2020-E  

fig.4, non-condensing boiler                          
+ (opt.) room thermostats 

fig.5, condensing boiler + 
(opt.) room thermostats. 

fig.6, Dual-heat boiler +        
(opt.) room thermostats. 

Eligible for the low Hydro  
Québec DT rate, parallel           

Hydronic Dual-heating cuts 
heating costs up to 50%.                              
3-FLEX modulates both        

boilers. Aquastat sets high   
and low temperature limits.                                
Supports zone thermostats 
(RS) as explained for fig.4,5. 

Installing 3-FLEX control to an 
existing boiler requires  minor 

control wire changes only.      
Sensor FB provides supply water       

temp. feedback. Installed near 
the boiler 3-FLEX modulates  
water temp. in lockstep with 

building heat load, within boiler                
aquastat temperature limits.                           

Same as fig.4, except boiler 
outdoor sensor input is            

directly wired to the 3-FLEX 
controller modulating boiler 
heat supply in lockstep with 
actual building heat-load.          

Boiler aquastat sets high/low  
water temperature limits.  

Same as fig.4,5 except 
zone thermostats connect 

to the “zone control         
module” that regulates 
zone boiler heat-supply         

independently with                
circulator or on/off valve.                                          

HYDRONIC HEATING  3-FLEX  APPLICATIONS                                            

fig.7, Boiler with independent 
multi-zone control.  

Fig.8 compares savings and emissions of 4 different heat control systems.     

While the advantages of outdoor reset over constant boiler temperature 

control are well documented, the new 3-FLEX control system presents         

a significant improvement over existing control techniques                                                      

Eligible for the low Hydro Québec DT electricity rate, Quebec residents  

can cut heating cost by 50% or more converting to dual-heat. (fig.6)     

3-FLEX can upgrade electric 
boilers without reset control           
or faulty OEM control PCB.  

HEATING COST COMPARISON  

Fig.8  Illustrates the impact a well balanced 

heating system has on cost and emissions.  

House thermostat controls 
water temperature of  zone 
(RS) thermostatic valves.  

House thermostat controls water 
temperature of (RS) valve          

controlled zones or radiators.  

Boiler water temperature       
is independently controlled      

by the zone with highest 
heat-load demand.  

Fig.8                                                                            

3-FLEX control                                               

Dual heat (fig.6)                                                


